Leading Edge
with Geoff Watts 

Geoff Watts: Hello,is there something different about the brains of people who've committed sexual offences? This week I'll be talking to a researcher who's using brain scanning techniques to find out. 
[You can't find the explanation of a social action in biology- LB See Green File:Inourtm4.wri] 
If you're listening to this programme with a paint brush in your hand,or a screwdriver or a kitchen knife,or any other device which needs some manual dexterity,chances are it'll be in your right hand,wonder why? 

Child: Sometimes you have advantages if you're right handed.You...it's easier to do things,but I prefer being left handed. 
Child: If you wanted like to drive a car,if you're left handed you would have to like get one from Germany. 

Geoff Watts: (Sniggers) Obvious really! But there is actually a bit more to it than that.To begin this week, how the efforts of ancient mariners to find out where they were on the globe are helping one researcher to understand the behaviour of the Earth's magnetic field.Modern sailors have their satellites to help them navigate.Their predecessors weren't so fortunate.In 1615 while taking a fleet of ships to India,a certain captain William Keeling made this complaint about the accuracy of his charts: 
William Keeling: This land is laid very false.Betwixt the Cape of Good Hope and the Bay of Augustine,it is laid 5 degrees and 20 minutes short of the [Science 4]longitude which it should have.A main and a gross fault. 

Dave Gubbins : Any sailor knows that they have to account for the difference in the compass direction and geographic North. Charts that are used for sailing have to be kept up to date every 5 years,let's say,the compass will change direction by a degree or two. 

Geoff Watts: Dave Gubbins,Professor of Geophysics at Leeds University.The Earth's magnetic field is as old as the Earth itself.But,as Dave Gubbins points out,it's far from constant.Magnetic North differs from true North and sailors have long been well aware that it's precise direction is changing all the time,and depends on where you are. 

Dave Gubbins : Here in Britain,the changes typically swing 20-30 degrees either side of true North. 

Geoff Watts: And what sort of period will this change take place over? 

Dave Gubbins : That can be just a few hundred years.Now in the past of course,the field has changed direction completely. 

Geoff Watts: What,you mean the North pole becomes the South pole? 

Dave Gubbins : Yes.Almost,geologically speaking,overnight,a thousand years,something like that. 

Geoff Watts: The history of the wandering magnetic poles can be read from rocks.As the lava from volcanoes cools,and solidifies it becomes magnetised in a certain direction and stays that way.Layer upon layer of rock can be read a bit like a magnetic bar code,with the direction of magnetic North altering as you go back millions of years in time.This record has helped Professor Gubbins develop his ideas about what's causing the Earth's magnetic field to chop and change.The field itself,he says,is a product of the molten iron which makes up much of the interior of our planet.In constant motion,this iron acts as a dynamo,generating electric currents and so a magnetic field. 

Dave Gubbins : As you go down towards the centre of the Earth,you meet the liquid core,you meet the liquid core about half way down.This is liquid iron.and that's moving at rate of,perhaps twenty kilometres in a year,or perhaps an inch a minute or something like that.This movement generates the magnetic field,by generating electric currents by this dynamo process. 

Geoff Watts: And in the middle of this,inside the liquid part,right at the heart of the Earth is what? 

Dave Gubbins : At the very centre it's solid.It's a radius of about 12000 kilometres.It's about a third of the radius of the whole core,and you can change the magnetic field in the liquid core quite quickly,because it overturns in perhaps 500 years,and that literally could turn the magnetic field upside-down.However the solid inner core,because it can't move like the liquid,and the only way you can change them in a solid is by electrical resistance.So you just have to literally wait for the electric currents to die away,and because it's so big,that takes a very long time.It doesn't take very long for an electric fire to turn off,but the solid in the core,perhaps takes 5000 years.I think this explains why sometimes we see the magnetic field reversing completely,and quite often now,we're finding examples of something called an "excursion",which is where the direction changes by a lot.The pole can mover perhaps to the equator or beyond,and then come back,and I think this is an effect of the liquid outer core reversing the magnetic field,but the solid inner core,keeping it's original direction,and eventually the liquid outer core loses patience,it can't wait that long,and it just reasserts the original direction. 

Geoff Watts: So it's almost as if the solid inner core is having a kind of a damping effect.We would see far more changes in the North-South location of the poles,if it wasn't for the solid inner core of the Earth? 

Dave Gubbins : That is certainly my belief. 
"Our Westing made from Ceylon,where we see the water discoloured is 231 miles. Yesterday,a great log of timber swam by the ship that was full of barnacles...." 

Geoff Watts: A desperate entry in the log of "The America" a ship that lost it's way somewhere off Ceylon in December 1695.Over the past 500 years,ships logs like this one have proved to be a valuable source of information,about short-term changes in the Earth's magnetic field.By trawling through libraries around the world,Andrew Jackson and colleagues at Leeds have discovered a treasure trove of readings that offer a detailed record of recent changes in the direction of magnetic North. 

Andrew Jackson : Prior to about 1770,it was very difficult to determine longitude at sea,in other words how far East or West you were of Greenwich,and so one of the ways to navigate was to try to calculate the distance that you had travelled from your port just by estimating what your speed was,and how long you'd been sailing in a certain direction.Now you needed to know what the heading of the ship was,and to know the heading you needed to know what the local magnetic North was.So they would typically measure magnetic declination,which is the angle between true North and the direction that the magnetic field makes,or in other words magnetic North.So they would typically measure magnetic declination,often twice a day,at morning and at night. 
"If therefore,especially in long voyages,seaman shall either neglect or condemn this property of the compass,besides the losing of much time in performing of the voyage,they may run into many other inconveniences" 
The mariners would take up to 4 observations on one day,and we're able to look at how repeatable their observations are,and we've found that actually they're able to measure magnetic declination to better than half a degree,which is really quite amazing if you think about going out into your back garden and trying to do the same thing nowadays. 

Geoff Watts: Since Roman times,the strength of the magnetic field has fallen by about 40%,and a tenth of that fall has occurred during this century.This could be just another polar wandering,a false alarm if you like,but if it continues,North and South poles might,once again,swap places. 
The fall,itself would also have profound effects,because the magnetic field acts as a kind of shield against cosmic rays.It's loss would be felt in all sorts of ways. 

Dave Gubbins : This,certainly,has a dramatic effect on communication,and on satellites,and on the amount of cosmic radiation that reaches us from the sun.We would have more magnetic storms,and there'd be more magnetic disturbances in the atmosphere. 

Geoff Watts: What about animal life? Because some animals seem to rely on some kind of magnetic field orientation to find their way around. 

Dave Gubbins : Yes that's certainly true,this is a very interesting area,and it's now known that some single cell animals,that use the magnetic field to tell up from down probably have become extinct during a reversal.The larger animals,homing pigeons is the example I think of,are almost certainly relying on many different types of information coming in,and I would have though they would cope with our poor radio communication. 

Geoff Watts: So it's a bit premature of thinking of throwing away the compass then? 

Dave Gubbins : I think the compass will do for our lifetimes,yes. 

Geoff Watts: At present,even the most powerful super computers can't predict long term changes in the magnetic field.Dave Gubbins compares their performance to that of weather forecasting. 
[The future cannot be foretold because of Chaos Theory the propensity of Newtonian systems to be sensitive to initial conditions of accuracy of measurement,and also because of Quantum Uncertainty at the very core of physics -LB] 
Yep,it's that bad. 
[In fact,it's not that bad,running several models in parallel,allows systems such as the weather to be defined as being in a predictable or unpredictable mode.The idea being that if several models run from slightly varying starting points all keep essentially the same outcome then the outcome is more likely than if they all diverge to different outcomes -LB See Tim Palmer-New Scientist] 
Roger Highfield,Science Editor of the Daily Telegraph,has been listening to that.Roger,we've been talking there about the Earth's magnetic field,but I assume that some other planetary or celestial bodies have them too,do they,is that right? 

Roger Highfield : Yes absolutely,there's a fascinating bit of data from the Mars Global Surveyor, released not too long ago,and scientists reported that rather like faded tattoos on an old sailor (Geoff laughs),magnetic bar codes have been found to adorn the crust of Mars,and they actually run East to West,and perhaps suggest where segments of sea floors spread apart,and they're interesting because they provide the first direct evidence that plate tectonics are not unique to Earth.By plate tectonics I'm referring to how the Earth's crust is divided into interlocking plates that float atop a partially molten mantle,and you can imagine,at the sea floor where plate-like pieces of crust are straining apart, you've got molten material spurting forth and then cooling down,and now rather neatly we've got another bar code pattern on Mars,and the Southern hemisphere where you've got stripes extending over distances of 1200 miles[We've gone metric Roger! -LB] or so. 

Geoff Watts: Fading tattoos on an old sailor (Roger laughs),I like that! Roger thanks very much,but don't go away. 


Now to an office of the Institute of Psychiatry in South London,where,two days ago,I found myself sitting in front of a computer screen,looking at,and responding to a series of pictures. 
Now that one is just a woman,she appears to be reading or praying,looking upwards,I take it that's a neutral one? 

Tonmoy Sharma : Right,that's right. 

Geoff Watts: Right,that's the first one then.The second one,well someone with a bunch of balloons, again I guess pretty neutral.Yeah well a bit less neutral,this is a woman standing on the sea shore wearing a bathing dress,I'm beginning to see where we're going now,what's the next one? 
A naked woman,and what is obviously a naked man on top of her,yes onto the next one,and here we've got just a pair of eyes [As Rolf Harris -Can yer till what it iz yit? -LB],and elderly persons eyes, perhaps weeping is some way,some kind of emotion there. 
Oh dear,yes,I've just seen that one,I think is it......? It looks like the remains of a corpse,it's a rather horrific picture that. 
The man showing me those pictures was Dr Tonmoy Sharma,and the pictures themselves are about to be used in experiments on the workings of the brain during sexual arousal.As you'll have gathered the pictures ranged from neutral through sexually arousing to sado-masochistic and horrific.By using a scanner to watch the flow of blood through his subjects brains,while they're looking at these pictures, Dr Sharma will be able to infer which bits of their brains are most active at any moment.His eventual aim is to compare the brains of ordinary individuals with those of people who's sexual behaviour is abnormal. 
[This cannot be done via biology,since what is normal is a subjective function of society.There is no such thing as "ordinary" other than by mass assent.What a section of society might see as abnormal might be just their taste or attitudes.It might be possible to define differences,but this would not make it abnormal.There is something of a similarity here with deaf people,who say that they are not deficient since they can communicate with sign language,and so are not abnormal.A biologist (and I would agree) would say that their body is supposed to operate one way,and it isn't doing and is therefore deficient.The idea here is that people can be sexually or criminally deficient by having "abnormal" brain patterns.If nearly everybody was sado-masochistic and only a few practised "normal" sexual behaviour,it would be the minority "normal" people who would be dubbed "abnormal" by the rest of society.So what is normal cannot be a function of biology. 
However if there is a distinct correlation between behaviour and brain patterns and someone has a different pattern than someone else,and the pattern statistically corresponds to the behaviour then perhaps there might be grounds for saying that their behaviour has a biological component,but you can't call it abnormal on biological grounds alone,in the same way that deafness might be abnormal as there is no idea of what behaviours are normal other than in a social context,which is subjective -LB] 

Tonmoy Sharma : We are driven by our brain,to start with,so it...you have an emotion and your brain then drives your hands and the rest of your body.So it's the central engine.Brain imaging allows us to peer into the brain,it's a window into the brain [But it's not a window into social behaviour.If the mind is an emergent phenomena of brain function,then looking at brain actions will not tell you what the person is thinking of -LB],without actually doing any neurosurgery,you can see what areas of the brain light up,so to speak,when you see and perceive,and feel certain types of emotions. 
We don't know what the brain looks like when somebody is sexually aroused as opposed to when somebody is feeling romantic [It might be different for different people,which would further undermine the idea that brain patterns tell you anything about behaviour -LB],so....and I think that allows us then to see whether there are different regions of the brain,and there may be overlaps,that underlie these functions,and then to go on to a much more serious study looking at sexual offenders. 

Geoff Watts: If Dr Sharma does find a consistent,reliable difference in the pattern of brain activity in sexual offenders, 
[Is a "sexual offence" a biologically determined trait,or is it what other people in society would rather not put up with? -LB] 
both doctors and lawyers,will be taking a close interest in the work. 

Tonmoy Sharma : I think it has two implications,one is that,for the first time we would have shown that there are problems of some sort in the brains of people with sexual offences, 
[This whole idea of biological determinism of social behaviour makes no sense.Once upon a time homosexuality was sexually offensive and thought to be a derangement of the mind.Now it is socially acceptable (even if it is a mind derangement) and accepted as "normal" so it can't be "abnormal" in an objective brain-pattern based sense.It must be due to what is acceptable to society,and so looking for "abnormalities" in brain patterns is naive.Differences may be found which may shed some light on why some people generically behave differently,seemingly without any capacity to change,but the idea that their brain isn't working properly is highly offensive,since the show could just as easily be on the other foot,and I would not like it if the lunatics were ruling the asylum and calling me "abnormal" which is just as viable.In fact sometimes I think the lunatics are already ruling the asylum! -LB] 
and the second is that track the trajectory of treatment,and use an objective method to define treatment success. 
[This sort of thing is akin to Hitler defining "objectively" what was socially unacceptable by showing who had a "problem" and who was "deficient".You cannot treat someone to get rid of a factor in them that is socially unacceptable.It is because we laud rights of the individual in our society that we have an idea of when those rights have been breeched,that a person is seen as socially unfit.A rapist for instance isn't doing anything "wrong",nor does that person have "abnormal brain patterns".They are doing what their basic natural impulse tells them to do,propagate genes at all costs.It is our social moral laws that define the unwarranted imposition of this upon a recipient as being wrong.It is not biologically wrong,in fact it could be said that it is "right" biologically,it is "natural". 
It maybe that those of us who socially conform to moral rules do in fact have different brain patterns than those who can't use what might be "higher order" intellectual sentry keeping to not do what our natural urges impel us to do,but this does not make rapists abnormal biologically speaking.It makes moral beings abnormal,and just because we may be in the majority doesn't make social "pests" wrong or abnormal.That is our social judgement upon them based on what society prefers en masse. 
The idea that they can be "treated" for an aberrant brain pattern is offensive in the extreme,since it maybe that their brain pattern is more correct and natural than those doing the treatment.But who is to say what is natural and what isn't? That's just the point it's always someone with an agenda. 
The Jack Nicholson film "One flew over the Cuckoos Nest" comes to mind,where he played a "madman" in an asylum who as far as I was concerned was more sane than the nurse overseeing him. 
Robert Pirsig makes a similar point in "Lila: An Enquiry into Morals".The idea that we are all supposed to be some homogenised perfectly behaving individuals is reminiscent of "Stepford Wives" where the perfect morally sound and innocuous world was created by replacing humans by obedient robots that fulfilled the expectations of the husbands.In this instance the neurologist is playing the role of the husband expecting everyone to behave "normally" or in a good fashion,according to his own ideas of what is good. One man's meat is another's poison -LB] 

Geoff Watts: So you can really see if the treatments are actually having some effect,not just on what the individual says about their feelings,but whether their feelings really are changing? 

Tonmoy Sharma : Yes,whether their brain activity which is an index,we think of their feelings,which is what we should find in the study that we're doing. 

Geoff Watts: Dr Tonmoy Sharma.I'm joined now in the studio by two people with an interest in the relationship between brain function and behaviour.Dr James Blair [I hope he's not part of the "Witch Project" or related to the PM!! -LB] of the Institute of the Cognitive Neuroscience,carries out research on emotions,morality and patients with brain damage.Dr Harry Kennedy,is a Forensic Psychiatrist at Chase Farm Hospital in North London and as such,makes regular appearances as an expert witness,commenting on the state of mind of people in the dock. 
This whole line of work is really founded on one idea,that is that "deviant behaviour" or at any rate some deviant behaviour,could be a result of fundamental differences in the brain.Now is that a view of brain function that you find plausible? 

James Blair : Yes,I can't comment as regards the sexual offending work we've just heard about,but yes I believe it is.We certainly can see with work in ...with patients of schizophrenia,differences in the way that their brains process particular types of stimuli and the same with individuals with autism.It's not unreasonable to think that some forensic populations will show differences as well,but hat remains to be seen. 
[There's a difference between a "difference" and an "abnormality",the latter implies subjective judgement as to it's capacity to be correctly functioning,which means that you have an idea of what is the correct function.I don't see how their can be a "correct" functioning of the brain,other than in the most literal way.Even those who use drugs an alter the neurotransmitter signals claim that the effects are "normal" though a biologist will doubtless disagree.The use of "peyote" in South America (see Pirsig) is to attain "actual reality" as opposed to the "real reality" of everyday experience. 
Realistically introduction of a substance is seen as an alteration from normal,rather than vice versa.I doubt that my brain would be seen as "correctly functioning" by a literal conservative,with my questioning of the worth of taken for granted fundamental values,I may be viewed as "mad" for not accepting socially immoral things as fundamentally wrong.Likewise I might see someone of a religious persuasion as mad for believing myths (in fact it has been shown that religion is a brain dysfunction by Michael Persinger.See Blue File:Toynbee3.wri),and they I,for not having absolute values of right and wrong,which means there isn't a "correct" way for the brain to work -LB] 

Geoff Watts: You,yourself work in this area don't you? 

James Blair : I certainly have worked with patients who have had damage to their brain and looked at the implications of that damage for their behaviour following the damage, 
[Their must be a correlation,as Susan Greenfield shows with the guy who had a pole explode though his skull,who lived with the remaining part of it through his brain,but suffered behavioural and mood changes,even though all his physical functions continued -LB See Video BB18: RI Lecture] 
and you do see,in some individuals,very marked personality and social behaviour changes that have a profound impact on their own lives and the lives of those around them. 

Geoff Watts: Which are clearly a consequence of the damage? 

James Blair :We have no reason to believe it's anything else, 
[Lack of evidence of disproof does not constitute positive proof.Not showing it isn't,isn't showing that it is -LB] 
no the damage came,and the behaviour was very different following that damage,yes. 
[When I cut my finger,my behaviour changes.It doesn't follow that my cut finger in any way is the source of my behaviour change,or as had a direct impact on behaviour.Given that we suppose that our brains do contribute to our behaviour (or indeed are the source of all of it) it doesn't seem unreasonable to suppose that the physical intrusion of an object or damage will not have the same type of effects as taking a drug (ie behaving "abnormally" with respect to how the person usually responds),but tit seems in order to do this the same type of behaviour change would need to be noted in those suffering the same brain damage.This requires a subjective judgement of what constitutes a "syndrome" much as in the film "Awakenings" (Oliver Sacks) where all are judged to have the same disorder,rendering the subjects immobile,but all showed nuances peculiar to the person in what woke them from their immobility.Since no two people really have the same brain in terms of development, it seems difficult to show cause and effect.It's only because we all share some generic characteristics that any allusion can be made at all to what sort of effects might be expected to a given stimuli. 
We know that taking drug X will have an effect Y,but that effect may exhibit itself differently in different people.If someone has synaesthesia (hearing sound as colours etc) it's difficult to see how their brain could be influenced the same way by the same damage/stimulus. 
Again in their case it might be said that they have a "dysfunction" or "aberrance" but because they don't cause a social problem they don't need treatment.Autism is seen as needing treatment,but synaesthesia isn't,even though both might have "abnormal brain patterns".The former causes social problems, the latter doesn't.It seems that treatment is only in the offing if the subject is a social pariah. 
Synaesthetes like (some) deaf people do not think that there is anything "wrong" with them,nor do they need treatment.Treatment would be at the behest of the individual who is suffering as far as he/she is concerned,not because society ordained that they were socially unacceptable -LB] 

Geoff Watts: Okay so you think this idea is plausible,can I come to you now,Harry Kennedy? I mean we've had another example,I think in this very weeks edition of "Nature" Neuroscience,some Americans have found a couple of children with antisocial behaviour which they attribute to early injury,to a particular part of the brain.How do you view this notion that brain abnormality somehow determines deviant behaviour,and there is a consistent pattern? 

Harry Kennedy : It's,in many ways,a subject which means less than it seems.The great difficulty with research of this sort,which claims to show structural changes in association with certain problems or deviations,is to know which comes first [Cause and Effect -LB].Because we do know the brain is quite plastic,and that if you overuse or use repetitively certain functions,those functions may be brighter, they may light up more easily on scans.Conversely, if you neglect them,they may atrophy.So we know very little as yet,about the plasticity of these functions and these tests. 

Geoff Watts: Erm....I think...Tonmoy Sharma himself,accepts that's a possibility,but seems to think it's unlikely. 

Harry Kennedy : The.....there is an established literature for example about structural changes in the brain with certain types of sexual orientation,and this is a well-established problem in this area of research.So it's a criticism which won't go away 

Geoff Watts: It's a clear then that there's a long way to go in this line of research before certainly,some people would be convinced that there was a genuine and reliable correlation.But supposing we reach a point at which it can be demonstrated that some people's behaviour is a consequence of brain abnormality? I mean how's that going to affect our view of people,perhaps the court's view of people? What do you think Harry Kennedy ? 

Harry Kennedy : The courts rely on very sensible definitions about rationality,for instance to show that someone is legally insane,you have to show that they have a defect of reason, 
[By that reckoning all mystics and religious people are insane -LB] 
and the courts aren't impressed by defects of emotion.The great problem with research in this field,is that one ends up equating very clearly defined behaviours,objective things,like choices in tests with good and evil,right and wrong,and that's a leap of interpretation rather than a scientific causal explanation. 
[That's exactly what the problem is,and good and evil are subjective notions not absolutes,contrary to what the religious say.This is what makes it possible for the religious to judge people as being inadequate or deficient,by not having any "goodness".Likewise I might judge them the same way a court would,of being deficient in reason.Neither is a truly objective process,since each one heralds a basis for the judgement as being the means to decide,and neither are absolute.Their is no objectivity without a value-free system.As Pirsig would have it,a value-centred system is the only means by which to be objective -LB] 

Geoff Watts: You sound anything but enthusiastic about this prospect.James Blair what do you think? I mean do you have.....? Can you see the courts using and acting on this kind of information? 

James Blair : It's difficult to know how the courts will react to this information.That's something for the lawyers to decide.But my interest is in actually trying to use this information in order to develop treatments that will treatments that will actually help the patients and help the families of these patients. 
[That seems extraordinarily naive.It's only a help if the person has suffered damage and is experiencing changes to what their personality used to be,and wishes it to be put back to what is used to be.The same process could be used to impose treatments upon people who are seen as socially unfit,such as child molesters.Not to address this or see it as an implication is to only deal with one side of Pandora's Box.The other side has to be dealt with too.You can't say "I'm just doing this,and that's my only remit".That's like Einstein saying "I'm just making E=Mc^2 to make free electricity,I'm not responsible for making atom bombs".Not taking on the uses for ill that research may be put to,is to chide 50% of the responsibility for that research.The capacity for ill-use is as much a consequence of the research as is the potential good.You can't just wash your hands of the moral implications of the research and claim it's nothing to do with you,because you're not using it for ill -LB] 

Geoff Watts: Well,following that through,the idea of helping patients,presumably you would be able to use this technique as a way of tracking the effectiveness of a treatment wouldn't you? If you could see that for example,the pattern of abnormality in the brain,gradually receded,and became more like everyone else's brain. 
[How do we know that we aren't mostly abnormal,and that a few are normal? It is only by having a subjective comparison and a mutual majorital assent as to what is normal that this judgement can be made at all.This doesn't make it objectively correct that the majority are absolutely normal.It just means that the person is "becoming more like the rest (most) of us".I for one object to being mostly like the rest of people,and attempt to have my brain patterns function very far from normal.I don't wish to be "normalised" or standardised or homogenised.If someone tested my brain patterns and said I was abnormal,I would tell them where to stick their tests,and tell them that their tests were what were abnormal,much as did Jack Nicholson! For those people whose behaviour has noticeably changed through brain damage,and is unacceptable for them and their families,it seems that such intervention is useful and purposeful,but it should be acknowledged that it is based upon subjective scrutiny and is subject to personal value judgements as Harry said -LB] 

James Blair : Indeed,and that would answer some of the questions that we've raised today,about whether it's a consequence or a cause,because if we were able to observe the treatment had worked and changed brain patterns,we'd then be able to see whether behaviour patterns followed,or whether they didn't follow,and that would give us some evidence one way or the other,which was cause,and which was effect. 

Geoff Watts: Related to that,Harry Kennedy,I suppose is the notion of risk assessment [Ref:Video:BB14:RI 3; N30:The Numbers Game;OB4 Equinox {Living Dangerously};Protext Files: Think1.txt;Analysis1.txt;SN3/2.txt;[Science 1] Mindfld;[Maths 1] Reith992], whether people would be safe to return to the community,if you were sort of tracking what was going on in their brain.Again I rather suspect you would have reservations about that as well,would you? 

Harry Kennedy : Well I agree with James Blair that the real purpose of research of this sort is to develop and refine treatments and check whether those treatments are effective in the way that we hope they are.As for assessing risk,no,that's a very complex thing which has to do with the relationship between the clinician and the patient.It's something which can't be summarised or simplified.It depends on a rapport and a long-standing therapeutic relationship.The sort of thing that doesn't show up in brain scans. 
[There is an acknowledgement here that a social level cannot be reduced to a biological one.In other words there are aspects of behaviour that don't exist in the brain's biology.And so a hard and fast deterministic explanation is not taking into account both the metaphysical relationships of levels of explanation,and the mathematical accounts of emergent phenomena which arise out of complex systems due to the interactions of sub-components.How someone behaves towards someone else is not merely a product of the person's brain,but of the counter reaction of the person they are reacting to,and the social context they are both part of.Thus the nurse in "One Flew ...." was doing the "right" things as far as her role as a nurse was concerned,but her unthinking,autonomous reactions and lack of plasticity made her react stereotypically to behaviours she saw as "abusive","problematical","antisocial" etc in other words anti authoritarian or subversive.They could just as well be seen as "progressive" "individual","inquisitive",or "thought-provoking".It was the nurses incapacity to adapt and her acting in her role rather than as a compassionate human being that made her act in a Hitler-esque fashion and dictate the rules so as not to upset the apple-cart for the "common good".But as with Pirsig's "contrarian" the common good needs to have it's anti-authoritarians in order to keep society alive and in flux.Closed-societies may be able to function with stagnation from unquestioning allegiance to authority,but open-ones need the dynamics created by subversives. 
Life has variation for a reason,and to think there is some correct perfect state is totally naive,albeit that brains may be shown to be not functioning "correctly" with respect to some imposed idea of biological and physical compliance with ability to control motor function,or to allow the person to behave the way they wish to behave,or the way they used to behave prior to damage -LB] 

Geoff Watts: So you'd be very unhappy to base risk assessments solely on the basis of a brain scan then? 

Harry Kennedy : I can think of a number of ways in which that would be seriously mistaken. Conversely the danger that people might begin to lock individuals up for very long periods of time on the grounds that they have dangerous,severe personality disorder,shown by brain scan,is just as horrifying. 

Geoff Watts: Indeed,one....that does raise the point,one more thing that we ought to mention,James Blair ,the possibility of the early detection of abnormal behaviour,before any sign of that behaviour was there,can you envisage making decisions about people on the basis of brain scan,when they've done nothing wrong at all? 

James Blair : If we can relate the pattern of somebody's brain activity to a particular sort of emotional disorder, for example,then we could do useful things with that information if we have a treatment available,we could actually use that information to foster a treatment package that would help the person in the future and at that particular moment. 
[That's all well and good,but there is the spectre that it could be used to sublimate a particular type of person who is seen as not part of the establishment.The hippies that clashed with the police over the Vietnam War were righteous (in my view),but the establishment might have said that they were criminal and needed "treatment" for their antisocial tendencies.This example also shows why there can't be a criminal gene.The hippies might have been criminal as far as the law was concerned,but their aim was laudable and peaceful.What is criminal is a matter of social policy making,it doesn't occur in genes,even if their might be a predisposition towards self-consideration or lack of conscience in the person with a physical basis,this does not mean that genetic determinism makes sense -LB] 

Geoff Watts: James Blair,Harry Kennedy,thank you both. 


Nine out of every ten of you listening to this programme,will be,like me,right handed.Animals too have right-left preferences,but the split in their case is almost always 50-50,half right,half left.That simple fact offers a hint that handedness says something fundamental about what separates humans from all other creatures,we know that the left half of the brain controls what happens in the right half of the body.We also know that one of our most important skills,language is in the left brain,but why did handedness appear at all? What advantage does it have? For answers to these and other queries about humans and animals,I took psychologist Professor Chris McManus along to Wandsworth children's zoo in London's Battersea Park.As a man who's recently won a £25,000 award from the Wellcome Trust to write a book on handedness.Chris McManus is clearly a man who....well knows his right from his left! 

Chris McManus : Language is the thing that dominates human activity,and it seems to be located in just one half of the brain.That didn't come from nowhere,it probably evolved about 2-2 and a half-3 million years ago,and at the same time as we became right handed.So becoming right handed,getting language in the left half of the brain,they're all tied together. 

Geoff Watts: All fundamental to what makes us human? 

Chris McManus : It makes us peculiarly different from every other species on the planet,yes. [Why is man so set on setting himself apart from animals? -LB] 

Girl: The world is really made for right handers because they don't usually make things specially for left handers. 

Chris McManus : Sometimes left handers do have problems with certain activities.We certainly know their brains are different from ours.But I think the key thing is that we're pretty sure that left handedness is genetic,it's inherited,and when something like that stays around at about 10% of the time,and it's inherited,it means there must be an advantage to it,otherwise it would have disappeared. 
[This is not necessarily so.Brian Goodwin has argued that things can exist that serve no purpose but are vestigial remains of a system that has thrown up many aspects only to be pruned by natural selection.It maybe that right handedness offers an ability greater than does left,but it is hard to see why -LB] 

Geoff Watts: But what it is it's difficult to say? 

Chris McManus :Well I think it's fair to say we have not the faintest idea.It's one of the great mysteries of neuropsychology. 

Geoff Watts: While we were talking there,one of these delightful little squirrel monkeys has suddenly come across to us,they're beautiful little animals,they're rather yellowish in colour,very delicate in movement,what sort of handedness would you see in an animal like this? 

Chris McManus : I think you'd see a preference for the use of one hand over the other,and they'll do what humans do.If you give them some food like a nut or something....some fruit that they've got to open,then they'll use one hand to hold the fruit,and then the other one to do the skilled part of opening it,just as when we're opening a banana,one hand holds the banana,and then usually for a right hander,the right hand peels back the skin and opens it,and most animals will do the same thing. 

Girl: I play the piano with my right hand,but I can't play the piano with my left hand. 

Chris McManus : We know in humans,two right handers tend to be more likely to have right handed children and two left handers tend to be more likely to have left handed children,but if you take two right handed squirrel monkeys,or two left handed squirrel monkeys,exactly half of their offspring are right handed and half left handed,there's no......it's not inherited in the same way. 
(Monkey chirrups) 

Geoff Watts: I think the squirrel monkeys are interested in what you're saying as well actually! (Both laugh) 

Chris McManus : One here has just pulled a leaf off the tree and he's picking it up in fact with the left hand,and holding it in it's mouth and and fiddling......whereas there's a little baby one there who's wiping it's face,it's using it's right hand,and I suspect that's a right handed one.Obviously we'd have to test them over and over again. 

Geoff Watts: How far down the animal kingdom can you go and still find these signs of right and left handedness? 

Chris McManus : Quite a long way,it really depends on your ingenuity as an experimenter,as you get further and further down.If you want to test whether your cat say, is left or right pawed,I guess it is,then take a tin of cat food with just half an inch [We've gone metric for goodness sake!!! -LB] of food left in the bottom,leave it on the side,if the cat's hungry,you'll see it reaching out and putting one arm right down into the tin,and trying to scrape out the food,and most cats are pretty consistent about which paw they'll use for that. 

Geoff Watts: Going still further down the scale then,what about the invertebrates,I mean the flies and the sorts of things like that? I mean do you get preference even there? 

Chris McManus : Well if you test carefully,you can find things.For instance if you take a drosophilia,the fruit fly that's so much studied by geneticists,then their wings,one...they're so big relative to the fly,that when they fold them one has to go over the top of the other.You certainly get individual flies and other invertebrates which consistently go one way round.But in a sense its a biomechanical problem.You've got to pack these things up some way.The whole of biology is about individuals surviving because they have advantages over other animals,so if we find that an animal is strongly lateralised,it tends to prefer one hand to the other,there's probably an advantage to that,and it's probably the advantage of specialisation.If your....if you always use one hand for doing a complicated skilled task,you'll be better at it than if you spend half the time practising with one hand,half the time practising with the other. 

Boy: I mostly use my right hand to eat,but it's quite hard to eat with my left,because I am right handed I haven't tried it before. 

Geoff Watts: Some people appear to be,or even claim to be genuinely ambidextrous,with the tasks that most of us find are better carried out just by one hand,I mean,do you think......? Are they really genuinely equal in both halves? 

Chris McManus : I don't think they are no.When I get them into my laboratory and I test them,then everybody is either a little right hander or a little left hander,there is never anybody who is exactly equally skilled with both hands,and I think its interesting that ambidexterity was something that people didn't want to be a long while ago.It became sexy about 10-20 years ago with this whole idea of right brainedness and creativity,suddenly everybody wanted to say they were partly left brained,but also partly right brained,and actually there's no scientific evidence for that either,but I think that's where it's come from. 

Girl: I write with my right hand,I suck my left hand. 

Chris McManus : A lot of babies in the womb do what babies do the whole time,they suck their thumb,and even at 12 weeks of gestational age,this is you know,the end of the first trimester of pregnancy,something like 90% are sucking their right thumb and 10% are sucking their left thumb,so there's an asymmetry even at that stage of development,and what's particularly interesting about that asymmetry is that the brain hasn't even got any neurones in it to do that,so it must be coming from quite low down in the nervous system. 
[Which suggests that perhaps it's nothing to do do with the brain,but something to do with physical construction.It may be the result of the kinds of winding or affine transformation processes described by Ian Stewart as plants form,and there maybe a reason why right predominates in human forms,given that left predominates at atomic levels -LB] 
(Monkey chirrups loudly) 

Geoff Watts: Chris McManus Professor of Psychology at University College,London plus a brief comment from a Capuchin monkey which had been listening to the last part of that conversation! Let's also have a brief comment from Roger Highfield.Roger,what about non-biological systems,do you get right left differences in purely physical things? 

Roger Highfield : Oh yes,absolutely,in fact it turns out that many of the molecules we're made of,many of which exist in a right handed or left handed form,all have the same handedness,so proteins, nucleic acids,carbohydrates,they could all be left or right handed,but in a normal human being they all tend to be one way, 
[ Isaac Asimov explains this in Section A of "The Left Hand of the Electron".Thalidomide is also a chiral molecule,only one version caused the birth defects,and oranges and lemons taste different because of chiral molecules -LB See also Video: BB10:RI Lecture "Man in the Mirror" {Chirality}; Grey File Focus1.wri {Symmetry}] 
and there are sort of semantic problems about defining whether we're all made of right handed or left handed molecules or vice versa,but in fact it goes even deeper than this.The universe itself is lop-sided.Now as one example,every listener to this programme consists of about 50 billion billion billion protons give or take a handful,but according to the standard picture given by physicists,we shouldn't actually exist at all.The reason is that physicists calculate that equal quantities of matter and anti matter were created in the big bang of creation about 15 billion years ago.Now anyone who's watched Star Trek knows that when anti matter and matter meet they should annihilate to form pure energy.Now we know this works because actually even today you can sort of hear the echo of this big bang and this annihilations in something called the cosmic microwave background radiation,but then you've got to ask the question,"why as all that anti matter disappeared and yet huge amounts of matter remain around us and within us?", 
[Don't forget Roger,that as Ted Danson just said in a recent interview,"with a powerful enough microscope we're made of 90% nothing" ,so there isn't that much matter to account for compared to how much nothing there is! Some have posited that it would only take a slight imbalance in the ratio of the mix to result in large quantities of matter,and/or for it to be left handed-LB] 
and in fact there are a couple of experiments under way to investigate this very deep question. 

Geoff Watts: Yes,I do hope they come to a positive conclusion (Roger laughs) I'm beginning to question my own existence.Roger I can't take any more of this! Thanks very much! 

Roger Highfield : My pleasure! 

Geoff Watts: That was Roger Highfield from the Telegraph.Next week in Leading Edge we swallow hard,cross our fingers and contemplate a radical idea,light may not always have travelled at the same speed. 
[[Science 3] Timeless] 



